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ACOUSTICAL BOX BAFFLE

Power Drill Wire CuttersLevel

REQUIRED TOOLS
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: INCLUDED COMPONENTS
frasch.com  |         682.200.3005

Side Panl-A [x2]

Medium Rib [x2]

Small Rib [x2] 2-Way Connector [x4]

Large Rib [x2]

***CHECK THE CONTENTS OF YOUR SHIPMENT TO ENSURE ALL COMPONENTS 
ARE INCLUDED AT TIME OF DELIVERY***

Light Fixture [x1]

NOTE: Panel A & B have different 
corresponding angles inside the 

rib pockets.

Side Panl-B [x2]
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: HARDWARE OPTIONS

Aircraft Cable [9ft] 9mm Spike Bracket [x6] Grip lock  [x6]

HARDWARE KIT #10  [STANDARD SPIKE BRACKET]                                PAGE 13

# 6 x 1-1/2” 
Drywall Screw [x12]

HARDWARE KIT #10 + #40  [T-GRID / DROP CEILING]                             PAGE 15

HARDWARE KIT #10 + #37   [UNISTRUT]                                                     PAGE 14                                    

Aircraft Cable [9ft] 9mm Spike Bracket  [x6] Grip lock  [x6]

Aircraft Cable [9ft] 9mm Spike Bracket  [x6] Grip lock  [x6]

Nylon Cone Nut  [x6]

T-Bar Clip  [x6] 1/4-20” Coupling Nut [x6]

# 6 x 1-1/2” 
Drywall Screw [x12]

# 6 x 1-1/2” 
Drywall Screw [x12]
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: INSTALLATION
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Step 1: Align 2 side panels as shown below, and insert a 2-way connector into the slots to join 
the panls together. 

Panl - APanl - B
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: INSTALLATION
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Step 2: Insert the ribs into the side panls. 

Ensure that each rib is oriented at the angles shown above. 

Panl - A

Panl - B
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: INSTALLATION
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Step 3: Align the remaining 2 side panls as shown and secure to ribs. 

Panl - A

Panl - B

Panl - A

Panl - B
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: INSTALLATION
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Step 4: Insert the remaining 2-way connectors into the side panls. 
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: INSTALLATION
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Step 5: Locate the trapdoor hinges at the base of each rib and lift open. Drive the wood screws 
through the wood blocks in the rib, and into the panl. Each rib requires x2 screws.  

Ensure the screw mounts through both 
wood blocks located inside each panl and 

rib (wood blocks shown in red).

Once the screw is installed, secure the 
trap door closed.
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: INSTALLATION
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ALL ELECTRICAL WIRING SHOULD BE PERFORMED 
BY A CERTIFIED ELECTRICIAN!

Step 6: Once the light fixture is wired, place it firmly into the slots located on the top of the ribs. 

Confirm that wiring is secured and light is placed on center within WAFL BAFL before continuing.
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: INSTALLATION
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Step 7: Attach assembled spike brackets into each panl by pressing them firmly into the middle felt strip. 
See page 13 for hardware assembly details.  

Exact location of brackets can be adjusted to 
your liking, or based on ceiling conditions. 
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: INSTALLATION
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Step 8: Mount WAFL BAFL to the ceiling and level. 

Installation complete.
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WAFL BAFL [LIT]: JOINING UNITS
Joining WAFLs does not require and hardware. You may opt to connect them with 2” sheetrock screws 
driven directly though the panls, as shown below in red. 
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HARDWARE KIT #10:  [STANDARD SPIKE BRACKET] 

B - To insert the aircraft cable into the 
grip lock, press firmly on the nipple 

while threading the cable through the 
channel. Release the nipple to lock the 

cable in place.

A - Screw grip lock into the hex nut 
welded to the spike bracket.

Cut any excess cable with wire cutters.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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A - Insert the nylon cone nut into the unistrut 
lengthwise as shown above. 

B - Once inserted, rotate counterclockwise to 
lock firmly in place.

C - Screw in the grip lock. D - Ensure the nylon nut is firmly seated. 

HARDWARE KIT #37:  [UNISTRUT] 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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A - Align the T-bar clip at a diagonal 
angle with your existing T-grid. 

B - Press the clip against the base of 
the T-grid and turn clockwise to lock 
in place.

C - Use the 1/4”-20 coupling to attach the gripper to the T-bar clip.

HARDWARE KIT #40:  [T-GRID] 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS


